Retrieval of Student Belongings

Early Childhood Center

- In June, students will be scheduled to pick up their belongings. Clear directions will follow.
- Appropriate distancing and safety precautions will be in place.

Elementary Schools

- In June a schedule will be provided for each student to pick up their belongings. Clear directions per building will follow.
- Belongings will be in a bag and labeled per student.
- Appropriate distancing and safety precautions will be in place.

Secondary Schools

- In June, Principals will schedule students to pick up their locker supplies and other belongings. Clear directions per building will follow.
- Students will drop off textbooks and other items at that time in June.
- Books that are already in student lockers now will be taken out of each locker and checked in by school personnel.
- Appropriate distancing and safety precautions will be in place.